Believe 26. 5. 20.

Dear Professor,

I was so pleased to have your long, interesting letter of May 10th just as I planned to write to tell you so I went down to it for two days with a bad attack of fever, have managed to avoid the cold season for about a week now, as tobacco once more begins to taste less like poisoning of some other person. I read in the Bulletin that you were returning to England after your 33 years out here, then in the paper that you had bought a portion of the Scotia or Bealeville way, I intended going there. I have been trying to think how long it is since you called here for a few minutes on route to Buffalo, Gilling's and thence to St Philip's, I know I expected to see you again on one of your trips to England, as it was improbable you were coming to South Austin for some days in one, I think you are mistaken about Texas 1895, you spent some 1896 at Alice 86th, I went
There were a few days later I called you to the
Charlotte in the early part of 1877. we had
a belated dinner dinner off a very fine
dome turkey at 00 Grand Point on
18th January as to extracts from my diary
envelope your letter brought old memories
especially flooding over me once again. I had
a very bad attack of pneumonia February,
Miss Hopkins accused it being nervous.
Her fault was that I wanted to ask her
more about some information he
(who used to manage the dock) has
freshened concerning Bob Connel
and finding traces of Ditson (had 1
files in 1876) out West of Temple Bar,
it was not accurate a like so many
of these stories, it needed writing in half
in a corner, I put together old diaries
and vouching around I came across a rather
large I had I had read a lot of letters
among them I was leaving Manila.
17 or 18 years ago when I fully
resolved to move I would be returning
Theophilus well again in a few
months. They were principally letters
from yourself and Fillen, with a
few from Winfield Scott and others
and they pack after our down - after all
the Bush was my home - and
is in the midst of its hardships
sacrifices in many respects. I was
always happy enough there and
after a little spell in civilizat-
ion I was glad to get back to it.
I have received many kindnesses
since my enforced residence among
the more civilized of the human
race, but I have also observed
the petty jealousies, hypocrizes,
and general artificiality that it is
compensates in so many instances to
a degree that has been a revelation
to my simple belief as to religion.
On the only to live to a narrow
individual community such as this
with the constant quarrelings among
the "professing" christians - chrest
pilgrim to be convinced that
when there was none of it, the men
were worse as men or fellow beings
that the beliefs of the Aborigines which
there was so much anxiety to dismissive
out of the remainder of them, had their
food points, and might well be left in
peace. Of course you're naturally
required certain actions of the natives
from entirely opposite stand points, but
although my methods might be consider-
eared harsh, I tried to be absolutely just
in my dealings, to take no unfair
advantage, to give them the benefit
of the doubt if there was a possible one.
I endeavored to convince him that
my word was to be absolutely credible
no man the law unenforcement to myself
it might be sometimes, and I do state
myself that I succeeded to a consi-
scruitable extent for they proved how
noplaces or things quick satisfied
that they were inimical, except one
their circumstances, I never executed them

for my personal benefit. The Administra-
tion at the top, both in the
matter of the mines, generally, does
not appear to have been an unequal-
ly successful in the break of suspi-
cion haps over those recently
in authority there in their capacity
where we behind the scenes in
6 a or just relunctful of our
opportunities. I wonder you are
right in saying I would prob-
ably know just of the inhab-
itants of the old hunting grounds
if I entertained them not shall
10 I met more or less intimately
have died, many others left
the earth or settled elsewhere. I take
comparison with those that are
left whom I was badly with
whenever they come to town they
and particularly come to see me.
Should ask old Temple Town
lives mostly in solitude be often
out of town in the day, Mr. Allen
was here lately also of John and Jack
Field who is now postmaster at
Glendale, enjoying much better health
was here on Monday - Martin.
...several streets out, he is at present a teacher for the morning term at Chichester. He has not seen Mr. Ross for ages, they have been in the plain between here and the city, Ross was over Wells etc. in the October but gave it up, he has just been up to the farm and looks well but did not stay long as to everything profitable. Ruby Ross (the daughter of the farmer you sent me) has children now bigger than she was in 1897. Lucy Alec who did well at the Lower Wolfram field has just discovered that there is better physical ground schemes than jump into business with town smarties. Kelly's wife died some three years ago; he is in superannuated now a living with his daughter in one of the suburbs below us, it comes across now and then. As for my actual self, I don't know where to find Hughes who has been with me 13 years a
It is invaluable in every respect, financially, the thing is my interest. Financially, I am just as though they were her own. I have not been able to walk now for something over two years. I sit into my chair at the foot of my bed with my legs extended. Occasionally my friend the " Rodrigo " comes along and takes me out of the bed in the afternoon. Occasionally my friend the " Rodrigo " comes along and takes me out of the bed in the afternoon. Occasionally my friend the " Rodrigo " comes along and takes me out of the bed in the afternoon. Occasionally my friend the " Rodrigo " comes along and takes me out of the bed in the afternoon. Occasionally my friend the " Rodrigo " comes along and takes me out of the bed in the afternoon.
Smith & Co Directors who went to the London Board, while the war was on. However, on
October 11th, he comes to tea every Friday
night and never in between. He is a
coward among other traits, and this
locality is not a place to take it.
Pitches, religion, weather or water, all is
at present; there is still satisfaction in full
some. Do not in these I will see the
Prussian to be a cow, if it begins down
in a car everyone would be standing
up. I cannot bear he this pride
of a half doesn't help support you and
for the third of it in Melbourne at this
moment.

You do not tell me how you feel in
your home now that you do not have
the print of London, nor the sight of your
father, nor your acquaintances in
it. I hope you soon will be with all
your friends. Believe me, never forget
the Irish in your own kindness.
To the irresponsible who has no longer
in his capacity for high things, as
your office needs
C. Amst. Conti
17th. Self, Professor & Paddy up to Brownford. Stokes & left for Melbourne. Woodcock's party for Dunkirke. Roos home at table. 1/2 miles to Battle Camp. Returned at 7 p.m. Self, Professor & Paddy up to the Crown for photos etc. Bellarminus turns up 5 p.m. Dinner 8 p.m. in the evening. Killed a bullock. Thanks all left.

19th. Rose out to Battle. Self, Professor & Paddy left at 9.40 a.m. -

20th. -

21st. Sticks out with Byrne & Prof. Spencer and day for Anderson Range but turns back after going 5 miles. Professor was unwell very much. A few drops of rain. Saw Conan point again way.
Jan 1. Left for Alice & B. at 8:15 a.m. with Rat 
upstairs. "Angel" allowed to Tennant. 
Saw dinner at Rumina Waters & camped 
at Campell Bluff very cold. 28 miles. 
Picked camp for dinner - saw Mr. & Mrs. Kelly 
& Mr. Sturman. After dinner Rolly drove me to 
G. where I saw Professor, Mr. & Mrs. 
Squires, Judge, Judge, Watson, 
Saw - later on other's Smith with 
whom I stayed. Saw very quiet. 
Chateau Parade at tea time from Bond & 7.
Just sailed came from Trowbridge. Right at 8:15 
At Telegraph Station all day & saw 
front, my camera fixed front. 

1. Up to Alice & B. with Camel. All the dini 
paid 3/4. 50 cents. 13 9. but up 
who was also stages at Alice & 7.

2. Left at 10:30 a.m. Stopped for 10 minutes at 
Police Camp dinner at 3 p.m. on the 
near Rat Rocks - Camel self very troublen 

9. Morning left for "Unicorn." - Buy 
all day. Most pleasant spot near river & at 6 p.m. 
Professor photography also saw foot.